






Amendment C179 –  South Street, Hadfield 

Submissions 

Unique Physical Setting 

The site and its context are unique and should be treated as such as part of the 
proposed Planning Scheme Amendment. 
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The site is situated within a mixed street with industrial land to the north and residential 
land to the south, east and west. Most notably, the site abuts the Craig Care Aged 
Care Facility to the immediate south which is a 2 storey building with pitched and flat 
roof forms. It is understood that the facility comprises 140 beds.  

Craig Care are the proponents of Amendment C179 and require the amendment to 
facilitate its future extension into the sites at 87 and 89 South Street. A review of the 
plans for this proposal reveals the building will reach a maximum 8.8m. The existing 
facility reaches a similar height with sheer double storey walls, tall parapets and 
pitched roof elements that come to within approximately 2.5m of the common 
boundary with 79 South Street. The form and scale throughout the site is consistent as is 
demonstrated in the aerials and images below.  
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This is not a typical residential interface and is certainly different to an interface with 
the rear yard ‘corridor’ of other dwellings. It is a much less sensitive interface and one 
which calls for a different built form response in terms of height and transition.  

In this particular context, we suggest that the development capacity of the subject 
land is greater than suggested by Council in its proposed controls and strategic 
analysis, particularly when Clause 22.01 policy guidance is contemplated.  

Future redevelopment 

The application of the NRZ in its proposed form may have undesirable consequences 
for the future redevelopment of the site should our client seek to redevelop the land 
for residential purposes in the long term. 

The proposed schedule to the NRZ is identical to that which is applied to all low density 
residential land across the municipality and includes restrictive controls such as a 
maximum 9m/2 storey height limit to be read in conjunction with local policy which 
calls for, among other limiting factors, single storey scale at the rear in response to 
‘neighbouring backyards’ (refer to the Neighbourhood Character Policy at Clause 
22.01). There is certainly no character of open rear yards in this particular context, and 
this should be recognised by a tailored zone schedule and through policy. 

The application of the NRZ1 to this site would mean that should an application for 
dwellings be considered in the future, it would be subject to the same restrictive policy 
and controls as would be applied to a standard residential allotment. This would be a 
significant limitation and lead to uncertainty, particularly when considering the costs 
already involved in site audits and potential remediation as a result of the propsoed 
EAO.  

Accordingly, we ask that Council considers a more nuanced approach to the 
application of the NRZ which recognises the site’s context. A tailored schedule varying 
the mandatory height limit of 9m and two storeys would be a clear acknowledgement 
of the site’s interface with the Craig Care Facility which enjoys the benefit of a 
maximum 16m height limit when applying the Residential Aged Care provision at 
Clause 53.17.  

A height limit of 10m/3 storeys would be a more sensible concession recognising the 
sites rear interface. The standard NRZ height limit of 9m can be varied through the 
application of a new schedule (NRZ2) which would contain a height limit above the 
parent clause, similar to that which has been implemented by other municipalities in 
various zone schedules.  

By way of reference, the residential zones in the Port Phillip Planning Scheme* contain 
a suite of schedules which recognise particular built form contexts and could be 
considered as a model, at the very least for height variation.  

*See NRZ2, NRZ4 and NRZ6.
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Conclusion 

Whilst we agree with the general premise of Amendment C179, we submit that a more 
tailored approach must be applied which recognises the unique context of the site 
and its interface with a Residential Aged Care Facility.  

Further work is also required to provide more certainty to our client about the 
lawfulness of the existing land use in the IN3Z and the proposed NRZ based on Clause 
63 provisions. 

On that basis, we oppose the introduction of the NRZ1 in its current form and suggest 
further work is essential to arrive at a more realistic and sensible outcome for this 
unique section of land within the municipality in both the short and long terms.  

Kind regards 




